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The second quarter of 2021 has been a busy period. In times
of uncertainty we are pleased that we were able to deliver
many of our Tilting the Seesaw for Teams programmes in a
wide variety of regions all over the country. 



We would like to introduce you to Nathan Carter. The images are out of Nathan’s

workbook that he has co-designed with his job coach and family. All photos and

texts are his words and information that he wants to share and that he deems as

important. 

PROFILES

What people appreciate about me

I am friendly, cheerful, and motivating. I like to do things well and to be

thorough with tasks. 

I am honest and think in a logical way. I have excellent attention to

detail and focus.

I have energy and enthusiasm and like to be tidy and organised.

I give back to my community by volunteering and have raised money

for charities through running.

 

My Strengths

I Have an exceptional focus and detailed memory. 

 Maps (can give you directions anywhere in NZ and around the world) I have a map

tutor.

Numbers/ letters, excellent memory with this. (Great at shelving adult non-fiction)

 I am friendly and kind and like to do things well (bit of a perfectionists) 

 I am a visual learner and have an excellent visual memory of information.  

I Thrive on structure, using checklists, am energetic and motivated.

Driving (I have my restricted license) have good mapping skills and good attention

to rules such as road rules enabled me to successful get my license.

I am a good runner and enjoy weekly trainings and entering races. 

I am Honest and reliable with time (Excellent time keeping skills) and like to follow

routines.

Completing Duke of Edinburgh award (Bronze, Silver, Gold) Starting Gold 2021.

 



Nathan loves maths, music, movement of any kind, playing the piano and reading

books. He loves Thomas the tank engine and learns so much about the world and

people around him through Thomas especially reading other’s emotions and expressing

his own. Nathan loves to run and enjoys running in races both mainstream for Papanui

run club and for para athletes representing his school. Nathan is currently a NZ para

cross country and road race champion.

 Favourite activities to do are tenpin bowling, Music currently going to Star jam, riding

his bike, tram and Gondola, traffic light spotting, going out for tea and on holidays with

his family.  Nathan enjoys the computer and is particularly interested in looking at the

met service and playing number shark, as well as looking at google maps/ google earth

he is also being tutored for maps and is learning a lot and is so knowledgeable with

maps, directions, locations, destinations. Nathan likes playing games with his family

and familiar peers, he also loves listening to music the edge is his favourite radio

station. Nathan volunteers at his local library and the school library he really enjoys

what he contributes to his community. Nathan is doing the Duke of Edinburgh award

currently working toward silver. He also likes going to Recreate on the holidays. Nathan

has his restricted drivers license which is his most proud moment.

 

PROFILS

Ways that people can help me reach my potential

Be a champion by encouraging me to build resilience, have opportunities for

experiences, be patient, provide endless encouragement, and expose me to highly

motivating experiences to bring out motivation and discipline. Support my strengths,

develop trust and understanding for neurodiversity.

Alter the environment to support my needs, abilities, growth, and development.

Support me in ways that are meaningful, work in the context in how I think and

learn, provide supports that set me up for success.

 

Nathans Special interests



PROFILES

Nathan is verbal and is using language to communicate his wants and needs. Adults and

peers model language as well as use visuals to encourage Nathan to verbalize for a range of

purposes. Nathan can understand language if it is specific and not too much, he is very

literal in his thinking and processing language (too many words is challenging)  always say

his name first when speaking to him so he knows the Conversation is directed to him. To

encourage Nathan’s independence using language use written instruction for him to better

understand and to support and extend his conversation. Modelling how to communicate

using less words that relate to what you want him to listen and respond to, use language he

can understand, and not too many words. Talk to support staff about the most effective way

to communicate with Nathan. 

 

Communication

Top 10 Tips for Autism and supporting Nathan to be a successful student 

1. Simplify your language          

2. Give him ways to cope with sensory challenges

3. Give him a visual and an oral schedule 

4. Use a calendar to show events, trips, changes 

5. Use written words to communicate during stressful times. 

6. Use “first-then” strategy      

7. Use the phrase, “the rule is……” 

8. Be consistent, black and white, straight with me so I understand you

9. Give me choices (do you want to do shelving before or after returns)

10. Purposefully, catch me doing the right thing

Why are profiles a great tool?

Story for self esteem (information in the child's profile is about strengths and

interests and what they can do)

See their true self - others can see all the great things they have to

contribute

Information about how they learn and how best to support them to continue

to thrive

Whānau, educators, peers and the community know what support they need

Profiles are great for transition between classes, places, activities in the

community, changing schools

The focus is on the the child's strengths to help with school plans and

aspirations the child has for near and future interests

Great for future CV building 


